Harness the power of redworms
to make high quality soil
amendment!
Worm bin composting, or vermicomposting, uses
red worms in an enclosed container to convert
vegetable and fruit scraps into a nutrient-rich soil
amendment called worm castings. Vermicompost
is a mixture of worm castings and composted
organic material.

Fun Facts
About Worms
•

An enlarged cummerbund-like band near
the worm’s head holds the reproductive
organs.

•

Worms exchange sperm to reproduce
and each produces an egg (cocoon) from
which 2 to 4 baby worms emerge.

•

Eight breeding worms can become 1,500
worms in 6 months.

•

The baby worms will mature to breeding
age in 2 to 3 months.

Bin Location

•

A healthy red worm can live from 7 to 10
years and grows to about 3 inches.

Worms are most active when temperatures are
moderate, about 55 to 77 degrees. A worm bin
may be kept inside under a kitchen sink, in a laundry
room, or in the garage.

•

The average worm is made up of 100 to
200 ringed segments.

•

Each worm is both male and female
(hermaphroditic).

In nature, red worms are surface dwellers that live
under organic debris like leaf litter that is their food.
By creating suitable living conditions, we can take
advantage of their ability to recycle organic matter.
All you need to get started vermicomposting is a
container, bedding, red worms, and kitchen scraps.

If the worm bin is kept outdoors, it will need to be
insulated during cold weather with something like
straw bales, carpet, or foam around the sides and
top of the bin. In the summer, a shady spot will
keep the worms from becoming overheated.

Worm Bin
Composting

USING YOUR CASTINGS:
Worm castings can be mixed
into potting soil (20-30% is best),
incorporated into garden beds
or spread in a thin layer as a top
dressing. The castings serve as a high
quality organic soil amendment and
can also deter pests and diseases.
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Worm Composting Is Easy!
Basics
Container:
There are many different types of worm bins and methods for
feeding them, all of which are effective. Provided their need
for air, moisture, food, darkness and moderate temperatures
are being met, the choice of which bin to use should fit your
lifestyle.
The bin should have a surface area of one square foot per
weekly pound of food waste. A worm bin can be made by
using a container that prevents light from entering, has air
vents, and is covered. The containers should be 10 to 18
inches deep.
A flow-through system can be made of layers that allow worms
to move to new food and bedding while castings are harvested
from older areas.
Bedding:
Suitable bedding materials include shredded paper or
cardboard, dry leaves, coir (coconut husks), straw, peat moss
and wood shavings and help maintain moisture and air
movement through the bin. Bedding should be moistened
so it is as wet as a wrung out sponge. After the worms have
eaten some of the bedding, add more to maintain the bin at
three-quarters full.
Red worms:
The most popular red worm used to compost the food and
make the castings is Eisenia fetida (red worm or red wiggler).
One pound of worms can process about 3 pounds of food
waste per week. Red worms can be purchased from various
suppliers. A list of suppliers is available at mcrecycles.net
(follow the composting link) or by calling 503-588-5169.
Food:
Foods that can be added to the worm bin include:
• vegetable scraps
• fruit peels or pulp
• coffee and tea grounds and filters
• breads (without butter or mayonnaise)
Cutting up large or hard pieces will help speed up the process.
Do not compost meats, fish, dairy products, oily foods, or cat
and dog waste to avoid odor and pest problems.
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Build Your Own Bin

Harvesting Castings

•

Following are instructions for a simple low cost bin
built from a plastic storage tote. This an ideal size for
demonstrations or small households. You’ll need:

Finished vermicompost (worm castings) can begin to be
harvested in 3 to 6 months. There are several methods of
harvesting a bin:

•
•
•

16-18 gallon opaque plastic storage tote with lid.
Half-inch drill bit suitable for drilling through plastic.
Foam packing peanuts or similar (not biodegradable!) to
cover the bin floor 2” deep.
Two pieces of half-inch hardware cloth cut to fit inside
One piece of landscape fabric (shade cloth) cut to fit
between the hardware cloth.
Bedding to cover the bin floor 4” deep as the initial layer
Approximately ½ pound of red worms (Eisenia fetida)

Let the worms sort themselves!
1. Move the finished compost (worm castings) to one side
and add new dampened bedding and food scraps to
the other; feed only the new side.
2. Place a black plastic sheet over the new bedding and
expose the finished side to air and light to allow the
completed compost to dry and encourage worms to
migrate to the new side.
3. After about a month, most of the worms will have
transferred and you may remove the castings. Add
fresh bedding and begin feeding again.
Dump and sort
1. Dump the contents, worms and all, on a surface
2. Divide the castings into several cone shaped piles.
3. Wait ten minutes then start pulling the castings away
from the top of each pile, causing the worms to retreat
to the center to avoid light.
4. Repeat until you have a ring of castings surrounding a
pile of worms, which can be returned to the bin along
with new bedding to begin again.
Harvesting the bin described on the left
1. After the worms have moved into the last batch of
food, remove the top six inches of material, which
which has most of the worms, and set it aside; what
remains will be vermicompost.
2. Carefully turn the bin upside down on a tarp; slowly lift
the bin off of the dumped contents.
3. Collect the peanuts and spread them into the bottom
of the bin, set the landscape fabric/hardware cloth on
top and spread the worm-filled material over it.
4. Spread new feedstock and bedding in a layer over the
top!

•
•
•
•
1.

2.

3.

4.

Drill half-inch holes two inches apart in the sides of the
bin, 2” below the upper lip and 1.5” up from the bin floor.
These holes ensure sufficient aeration in the bedding.
They do not need to be covered to prevent worms
escaping or flies from entering the system. They will stay
put if their home provides what they need!
Spread the packing peanuts over the bin floor to create
space beneath the bedding where excess moisture can
drain, and which oxygen can easily move. Drain rocks can
be used in place of packing peanuts, but they make the
bin very heavy if you decide you want to move it later!
Sandwich the landscape fabric between the two pieces of
hardware cloth and lay it on top of the packing peanuts to
support the bedding but prevent finished vermicompost
from filtering down into the packing peanut layer.
Spread the material for the initial bedding layer over
the hardware cloth floor, add food and worms, and the
system is ready to go!
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